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HOW TO CREATE A LARGE LANGUAGE MODEL 



























LLaMa 1 vs LLaMa 2

[Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models]



Carbon Footprint

[Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models]





SFT Dataset

[Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models]











RM training objective

[Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models]











LIMITATION OF LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS



Some problems

● Inconsistency accuracy: hallucination, false responses

● Ambiguous output format: there’s no guarantee that the outputs will always 

follow same expected format

● Inconsistency in user experience: there’s no guarantee that an LLM will give 

you the same output for the same input every time.

● Stale training data: LLM cannot update quickly with new data

● Lack of specific context: LLM not have the depth of understanding and 

experience required to solve complex, industry-specific challenges



Ambiguous output format

[Huyen Chip blog - Building LLM applications for production]



Inconsistency in user experience

[Huyen Chip blog - Building LLM applications for production]



HOW TO USE LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS IN REAL APPLICATIONS?



Prompt Engineering
● Prompt: the text feed into the LLM 

● Inference: the act of generating text from input prompt

● Completion: the output of LLM after inference

● Context window: full amount of text or memory that is available for a prompt 

● Prompt engineering: the techniques to revise, improve the prompt to get the 

model to behave in the way what we want. 

● In-context learning: provide the examples inside the context window 

● Zero, one, few shot inference: the number of examples push into a prompt



Prompt Engineering

[Deep Learning AI - Generative AI with Large Language Model]



Instruction fine-tuning
● In-context learning may not work for smaller model and examples take up 

space in the context window.
● Instruction fine-tuning: is a specialized technique to tailor LLM to perform 

specific tasks based on explicit instructions

[Deep Learning AI - Generative AI with Large Language Model]



Instruction template



Instruction fine-tuning process 

[Deep Learning AI - Generative AI with Large Language Model]



RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICES















Embedding + Vector database

● Use LLM to generate embedding, build the ML model on tops embeddings

● Cost for generate embedding is tiny (text-embedding-ada-002 is $0.0004/1k 

tokens) => $100 for 1 million items, each item 250 tokens.

● You usually only have to generate the embedding for each item once

● Use cases: retrieval, caching output, build specific model in downstream task

● VectorDB: Pinecone, Qdrant, Weaviate, Chroma, Faiss, Redis, Milvus, 

ScaNN, Annoy…



LangChain

LangChain is a framework for developing applications powered by language 

models. It enables applications that are:

● Data-aware: connect a language model to other sources of data

● Agentic: allow a language model to interact with its environment
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